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Session Type

Includes

Wedding Collection 1

* Wedding day coverage - getting
ready through reception (8 hours
coverage)
* Second photographer
* Engagement session
* 16x20 print of your choice ***
* Edited images uploaded to an online
gallery for downloading, printing and
sharing with friends/family.
* USB drive with all edited images
* Full print rights to the photos
*
Photo booth/backdrop with props
available for 
additional
cost on request

$3,600.00

Wedding Collection 2

* Ceremony and Reception coverage (5
hours of coverage)
* Second photographer
* Engagement session
* Wedding Party and Family Portraits
* 11x14 print of your choice ***
* Edited images uploaded to an online
gallery for downloading, printing and
sharing with friends/family.
* USB drive with all edited images
* Full print rights to the photos
*
Photo booth/backdrop with props
available for 
additional
cost on request

$2,900.00

Engagement

* 2 hour session
* 2-3 fun locations that fit your style
and personalities
* Edited images uploaded to an online
gallery for downloading, printing and
sharing with friends/family.
* USB drive with all edited images
* Full print rights to the photos

$375.00

Bridal

* 1-2 hour session
* 2 locations that reflect your style
* Edited images uploaded to an online
gallery for downloading, printing and
sharing with friends/family.
* USB drive with all edited images
* Full print rights to the photos

$375.00

Boudoir

* Boudoir sessions available upon
request
* Approx 2 hour session
*Location that reflects your style
* Edited images uploaded to an
PRIVATE online gallery for
downloading and printing
* USB drive with all edited images
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Price

Base price is $375
There may be additional fees for
location.
Hair and makeup services also
available upon request
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* Full print rights to the photos

** Collections with prints and albums included are quoted on a per client basis.
*** Prints offered in Collections 1 and 2 are standard prints, canvas prints are not included in this option.
**** Location fees, rental fees, and/or additional expenses are the responsibility of the client.
***** Photo sessions, except weddings, outside of the Georgetown, Austin and Salado area may be subject to
travel charges.
****** A photo-booth/backdrop option can be added for the reception upon request. The rate is $200 for the
reception.
Additional USB Drive of images
Additional Post-production on images
(After the original set of images have
been delivered).

Additional drives can be mailed within
7 business days of request
* Low-res proof images uploaded to
Dropbox for review and downloading
for social media use
* DVD of edited images with printing
rights to all images
* Images loaded to online print store
for convenient ordering of prints

Print Pricing

$25.00/drive
(Includes shipping)
$50.00/hr

Images up to 8x12 are available for purchase through my online print store. The prices stated below are applicable to
orders through my online print store. There are many options available including size, photo finish, photo backing, canvass
prints and specialty products.
4x6
5x7
8x12
11x14
16x20
20x30
Canvass Wraps (1.5” or 2.5” wrap)
Albums available upon request
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$2.00
$5.00
$10.00
$26.00
$55.00
$85.00
Start at $100.00
Prices start at $400.00 and vary with
options

